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Abstract. The paper presents a declarative semantics for the maintenance
of integrity constraints expressed by means of production rules. A production
rule is a special form of active rule, called active integrity constraint, whose
body contains an integrity constraint (conjunction of literals which must be
false) and whose head contains a disjunction of update atoms, i.e. actions
to be performed if the corresponding constraints are not satisfied (i.e. are
true). The paper introduces i) a formal declarative semantics allowing the
computation of founded repairs, that is repairs whose actions are specified
and supported by active integrity constraint, ii) an equivalent semantics
obtained by rewriting production rules into disjunctive logic rules, so that
repairs can be derived from the answer sets of the logic program, iii) a
characterization of production rules allowing a methodology for integrity
maintenance.

1 Introduction

Integrity constraints are logical assertions on acceptable (or consistent) database
states, and specify properties of data that need to be satisfied by valid instances
of the database [1]. When constraints are violated, for example during or at the
end of the execution of a transaction, the repair of the database state is usually
limited to fixed reversal actions, such as rolling back the current operation or the
entire transaction [6]. Moreover, since the presence of data inconsistent with re-
spect to integrity constraints is not unusual, its management plays a key role in all
the areas in which duplicate or conflicting information is likely to occur, such as
database integration, data warehousing and federated databases [17, 18, 25]. Thus,
an improved approach to constraints enforcement allows definition of compensating
actions that correct violation of constraints according to a well-defined semantics
(database repairs) or to compute consistent answers. Informally, the computation of
repairs is based on the insertion and deletion of tuples so that the resulting database
satisfies all constraints, whereas the computation of consistent answers is based on
the identification of tuples satisfying integrity constraints and on the selection of
tuples matching the goal.
The following example shows a situation in which inconsistencies occur.

Example 1. Consider the relation schema mgr(Name, Dept, Salary) with the func-
tional dependency Dept → Name which can be defined through the first order
formula

∀(E1, E2, D, S1, S2) [mgr(E1, D, S1) ∧ mgr(E2, D, S2) ⊃ E1 = E2]
Consider now the inconsistent instance: DB = {mgr(john, cs, 1000), mgr(frank,
cs, 2000)}. A consistent (repaired) database can be obtained by ap-
plying a minimal set of update operations; in particular it admits two re-
paired databases: DB1= {mgr(frank, cs, 2000)} obtained by applying the re-
pair R1 = {−mgr(john, cs, 1000)} (deleting the tuple mgr(john, cs, 1000)) and



DB2={mgr(john, cs, 1000)} obtained by applying the repair R2 = {−mgr(frank,
cs, 2000)} (deleting the tuple mgr(frank, cs, 2000)). 2

The notion of integrity constraints and their automated maintenance has been in-
vestigated for many years. Several works have proposed the updating of data and
knowledge bases through the use of active rules [6, 7] and nonmonotonic formalisms
[2, 5, 19, 20]. Some approaches use ECA (event-condition-action) rules for checking
and enforcing integrity constraints, whereas other approaches are based on simpler
forms of rules, called CA (condition-action) or production rules, in which the event
part is absent. Current DBMS languages offer the possibility of defining triggers,
special ECA rules well-suited to automatically perform actions, in response to events
that are taking place inside (or even outside) the database. However, the problem
with active rules is the difficulty to understand the behavior of multiple triggers
acting together [21, 23]. Although many different proposals have been introduced
over the years, at the moment there is no agreement on the integration of active
functionalities with conventional database systems. A different solution based on
the derivation of logic rules with declarative semantics has been recently proposed
in several works. These proposals are based on the automatic generation of Datalog
rules and on the computation of answer sets, from which repairs are derived [3, 4, 8,
14–16, 27]. The problem with such a semantics is that the repairing strategy is not
defined by the database administrator, and all possible repairs are computed.

This paper considers a special form of production rules called active integrity
constraints (AIC). Active integrity constraints, recently proposed in [11], are special
integrity constraints whose body consists of a conjunction of literals which should
be false (denial constraint) and whose head contains the actions which should be
performed if the body of the rule is true (i.e. the constraints defined in the body is
not satisfied). AIC rules allow specification of the actions which should be performed
to make the database consistent when integrity constraints are violated.

Example 2. Consider the database of Example 1 and the active constraint:

∀(E1, E2, D, S1, S2)[mgr(E1, D, S1) ∧mgr(E2, D, S2) ∧ S1 >S2 ⊃ −mgr(E1, D, S1)]

stating that in case of conflicting tuples it is preferred to delete the one with
greater salary. The constraint suggests to update the database by deleting the tuple
mgr(frank, cs, 2000). This action, in the specific case, leads to taking into account
only one of the two repairs, namely R2. 2

Thus, active integrity constraints are production rules expressed by means of first
order logic with declarative semantics. AIC allow computation of “preferred” re-
pairs, that is repairs whose actions are specified explicitly and are also supported.

Contributions
The novelty of the approach here proposed consists in the definition of a formal
declarative semantics for active integrity constraints. The new semantics allows
identification, among the set of all possible repairs, of the subset of founded re-
pairs whose actions are specified in the head of rules and are “supported” by the
database or by other updates.
The computation of founded repairs can be done by checking whether for each repair
all its update atoms are founded or by rewriting the constraints into a Datalog
program and then computing its stable models; the founded repairs are obtained
by selecting, for each stable model, the set of “update atoms”.



The paper also studies the characteristic of AIC rules and show that for each pro-
duction rule r (consisting of a body defining the integrity constraint and a head
containing alternative actions which should be performed if the constraint is not
satisfied), update head atoms not making the conjunction of body literals, defining
an integrity constraint, false with respect to the repaired database (i.e. such that
the body integrity constraint is satisfied), are useless 1. This formal result confirms
the intuition that for integrity maintenance general (E)CA rules are not necessary.
Therefore, active integrity constraints can be thought as special CA rules with
declarative semantics whose aim is to repair the database and to help consistently
answering queries over inconsistent databases. As, in the general case, the existence
of founded repairs is not guaranteed the class of universally quantified constraints
under a different semantics in which actions are interpreted as preference condi-
tions on the set of possible repairs (“preferable” semantics) is also investigated.
Under such a semantics every database with integrity constraints admits repairs
and consistent answers.
Finally, the paper studies the computational complexity and shows that computing
founded and preferred repairs and answers is not harder than computing “standard”
repairs and answers.
For space limitation proofs of main results are reported in a separate appendix.

2 Preliminaries

Familiarity with relational database theory, disjunctive logic programming and dis-
junctive deductive databases and computational complexity is assumed [1, 9, 13,
22].

2.1 Disjunctive Databases
A (disjunctive Datalog) rule r is a clause of the form2

p∨

i=1

Ai ←
m∧

j=1

Bj ,

n∧

j=m+1

not Bj , ϕ k + m + n > 0 (1)

where A1, · · · , Ap, B1, · · · , Bn are atoms of the form p(t1, ..., th), p is a predicate of
arity h and the terms t1, ..., th are constants or variables, while ϕ is a conjunction
of built-in atoms of the form u θ v where u and v are terms and θ is a comparison
predicate. The disjunction

∨p
i=1 Ai is the head of r (denoted by Head(r)), while the

conjunction
∧m

j=1 Bj ,
∧n

j=m+1 not Bj , ϕ is the body of r (denoted by Body(r)). It is
assumed that each rule is safe, i.e. a variable appearing in the head or in a negative
literal also appears in a positive body literal.
A (disjunctive Datalog) program is a finite set of rules. A not-free (resp. ∨-free)
program is called positive (resp. normal). The Herbrand Universe UP of a program
P is the set of all constants appearing in P, and its Herbrand Base BP is the set of
all ground atoms constructed from the predicates appearing in P and the constants
from UP . A term (resp. an atom, a literal, a rule or a program) is ground if no
1 Under the declarative semantics here proposed.
2 The order of literals in a conjunction or in a disjunction is immaterial. A literal can

appear in a conjunction or in a disjunction at most once. The meaning of the symbols
‘∧’ and ‘,’ is the same.



variables occur in it. A rule r′ is a ground instance of a rule r if r′ is obtained from
r by replacing every variable in r with some constant in UP ; ground(P) denotes
the set of all ground instances of the rules in P.
An interpretation of P is any subset of BP . The value of a ground atom A w.r.t.
an interpretation I, valueI(A), is true if A ∈ I and false otherwise. The value of
a ground negated literal not A is not valueI(A). The truth value of a conjunction
of ground literals C = L1, . . . , Ln is the minimum over the values of the Li, i.e.,
valueI(C) = min({valueI(Li) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}), while the truth value of a disjunction
D = L1∨...∨Ln is the maximum, i.e., valueI(D) = max({valueI(Li) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n});
if n = 0, then valueI(C) = true and valueI(D) = false. A ground rule r is satisfied
by I if valueI(Head(r)) ≥ valueI(Body(r)). Thus, a rule r with empty body is
satisfied by I if valueI(Head(r)) = true. In the following the existence of rules with
an empty head which define denials is also assumed, i.e. rules which are satisfied
only if the body is false (valueI(Body(r)) = false).
An interpretation M for P is a model of P if M satisfies all rules in ground(P).
The (model-theoretic) semantics for a positive program P assigns to P the set of its
minimal models MM(P), where a model M for P is minimal, if no proper subset of
M is a model for P. The more general disjunctive stable model semantics also applies
to programs with (unstratified) negation [13]. Disjunctive stable model semantics
generalizes stable model semantics, previously defined for normal programs [12].
For any interpretation M, denote with PM the ground positive program derived
from ground(P) by 1) removing all rules that contain a negative literal not A in the
body and A ∈M, and 2) removing all negative literals from the remaining rules. An
interpretation M is a stable model of P if and only if M∈MM(PM). For general
P, the stable model semantics assigns to P the set SM(P) of its stable models. It
is well known that stable models are minimal models (i.e. SM(P) ⊆MM(P)) and
that for negation free programs, minimal and stable model semantics coincide (i.e.
SM(P) = MM(P)). Observe that stable models are minimal models which are
“supported”, i.e. their atoms can be derived from the program. For instance, the
program consisting of the rule a ∨ b ← not c has three minimal models M1 = {a},
M2 = {b} and M3 = {c}. However, only M1 and M2 are stable.

2.2 Queries

Predicate symbols are partitioned into two distinct sets: base predicates (also called
EDB predicates) and derived predicates (also called IDB predicates). Base predicates
correspond to database relations defined over a given domain and they do not
appear in the head of any rule; derived predicates are defined by means of rules.
Given a database DB and a program P, PDB denotes the program derived from
the union of P with the facts in DB, i.e. PDB = P ∪ DB. In the following a
tuple t of a relation r will be also denoted as a fact r(t). The semantics of PDB
is given by the set of its stable models by considering either their union (possibly
semantics or brave reasoning) or their intersection (certain semantics or cautious
reasoning). A disjunctive Datalog query Q is a pair (g,P) where g is a predicate
symbol, called the query goal, and P is a disjunctive Datalog program. The answer
to a disjunctive Datalog query Q = (g,P) over a database DB, under the possibly
(resp. certain) semantics, is given by DB′(g) where DB′ =

⋃
M∈SM(PDB)M (resp.

DB′ =
⋂
M∈SM(PDB)M).

A disjunctive Datalog program P is said to be semi-positive if negation is only
applied to database atoms. For a semi-positive program P and a database DB, the



set of stable models coincides with the set of minimal models containing as true
database facts only those in DB (i.e. EDB database atoms not appearing in DB are
assumed to be false). A (relational) query can be expressed by means of ‘safe’ non
recursive Datalog, even though alternative equivalent languages such as relational
algebra could be used as well [1, 26].

3 Databases and Integrity Constraints

Databases contain, other than data, intentional knowledge expressed by means of
integrity constraints. Database schemata contain knowledge on the structure of
data, i.e. they give constraints on the form the data must have. The relationships
among data are usually defined by constraints such as functional dependencies,
inclusion dependencies and others. Integrity constraints, which express information
that is not directly derivable from the database, are introduced to prevent the
insertion or deletion of data which could produce incorrect states. They are used to
restrict the state a database can take and provide information on the relationships
among data.
Generally, a database DB has an associated schema 〈DS, IC〉 defining the inten-
tional properties of DB: DS denotes the structure of the relations, while IC denotes
the set of integrity constraints expressing semantic information over data.

3.1 Integrity Constraints

Integrity constraints express relationships that must hold among data and are
mainly used to validate database transactions.

Definition 1. An integrity constraint is a formula of the first order predicate cal-
culus of the form:

(∀ X)[
m∧

j=1

bj(Xj), ϕ(X0) ⊃
n∨

j=m+1

(∃Zj)bj(Xj , Zj) ]

where ϕ(X0) denotes a conjunction of built-in atoms, X =
⋃m

j=1 Xj , Xi ⊆ X for
i ∈ [0 . . n] and all existentially quantified variables appear once. 2

The reason for considering constraints of the above form is that we want to consider
range restricted constraints, i.e. constraints whose variables either take values from
finite domains only or the exact knowledge of their values is not relevant [26].
Often our constraints will be written in a different form by moving literals from
the right side to the left side and vice-versa. For instance, by rewriting the above
constraint as denial we obtain:

(∀ X)[
m∧

j=1

bj(Xj),
n∧

j=m+1

( 6 ∃Zj)bj(Xj , Zj), ϕ(X0) ⊃ ].

In the following we assume that the set of integrity constraints IC is satisfiable, that
is there exists a database instance DB satisfying IC. For instance, by considering
constraints of the above form with m > 0, the constraints are satisfied by the empty
database.



3.2 Repairing and Querying Inconsistent Databases

In this section the formal definition of consistent database and repair is first recalled
and, then, a computational mechanism is presented that ensures selecting repairs
and consistent answers for inconsistent databases.
An update atom is in the form +a(X) or −a(X). A ground atom +a(t) states that
a(t) will be inserted into the database, whereas a ground atom −a(t) states that a(t)
will be deleted from the database. Given an update atom ±a(X) = +a(X) (resp.
±a(X) = −a(X)) we denote as Comp(±a(X)) the literal not a(X) (resp. a(X)).
Given a set U of ground update atoms we define the sets U+ = {a(t) | + a(t) ∈ U},
U− = {a(t) | − a(t) ∈ U} and Comp(U) = {Comp(±a(t)) | ± a(t) ∈ U}. We say
that U is consistent if does not contain two update atom +a(t) and −a(t) (i.e. if
U+ ∩ U− = ∅). Given a database DB and a consistent set of update atoms U , we
denote as U(DB) the updated database DB ∪ U+ − U−.

Definition 2. Given a database DB and a set of integrity constraints IC, a repair
for 〈DB, IC〉 is a consistent set of update atoms R such that 1) R(DB) |= IC and
2) there is no consistent set of update atoms U ⊂ R such that U(DB) |= IC. 2

Repaired databases are consistent databases, derived from the source database by
means of a minimal set of update operations. Given a database DB and a set of
integrity constraints IC, the set of all possible repairs for 〈DB, IC〉 is denoted as
R(DB, IC). Observe that for constraints containing unrestricted variables the set
of possible repairs could be infinite. Thus, in the rest of this section universally
quantified (or full) integrity constraints are considered. They are of the form:

(∀ X)[
m∧

j=1

bj(Xj), ϕ(X0) ⊃
n∨

j=m+1

bj(Xj) ]

where X =
⋃m

j=1 Xj and Xi ⊆ X for j ∈ [0 .. n].
Given a set of universally quantified constraints IC, an integrity constraint r ∈ IC
and a domain Dom, a ground instantiation of r with respect to Dom can be obtained
by replacing variables with constants of Dom and eliminating the quantifier ∀.
The set of ground instances of r is denoted by ground(r), whereas ground(IC) =⋃

r∈IC ground(r) denotes the set of ground instances of constraints in IC. Clearly,
for any set of universally quantified constraints IC, the cardinality of ground(IC)
is polynomial in the size of the database.

Theorem 1. Let DB be a database, IC a set of full integrity constraints and R
a repair for 〈DB, IC〉. For each ±a(t) ∈ R, let R′ = R − {±a(t)}, there exists in
ground(IC) a ground integrity constraint φ ∧Comp(±a(t)) ⊃ such that R′(DB) |=
φ. 2

The above theorem states that each update atom of a repair is necessary to satisfy
at least a ground integrity constraint.

Definition 3. Given a database DB and a set of integrity constraints IC, an atom
A is true (resp. false) with respect to IC if A belongs to all repaired databases (resp.
there is no repaired database containing A). The atoms which are neither true nor
false are undefined. 2



Thus, true atoms appear in all repaired databases, whereas undefined atoms appear
in a non empty proper subset of repaired databases.

Definition 4. Given a database DB and a relational query Q = (g,P), the
consistent answer of the query Q on the database DB, denoted as Q(DB, IC),
gives three sets, denoted as Q(DB, IC)+, Q(DB, IC)− and Q(DB, IC)u. These
contain, respectively, the sets of g-tuples which are true (i.e. belonging to⋂
R∈R(DB,IC) Q(R(DB))), false (i.e. not belonging to

⋃
R∈R(DB,IC) Q(R(DB))) and

undefined (i.e. set of tuples which are neither true nor false). 2

3.3 Repairing and Querying through Stable Models
As shown in [15, 16], a relational query over databases with standard constraints
can be rewritten into disjunctive query over the same database without constraints.
It is obtained from the union of the non recursive Datalog query and the disjunctive
rules derived from the constraints.
Given a database DB and a set of integrity constraints IC, the technique derives
from IC a disjunctive program DP(IC). The repairs for DB can be derived from the
stable models of DP(IC) ∪ DB, whereas the consistent answers for a query (g,P)
can be derived from the stable models of P ∪ DP(IC) ∪ DB.

Definition 5. Let c be a (range restricted) full integrity constraint of the form

(∀ X)[
m∧

j=1

bj(Xj),
n∧

j=m+1

not bj(Xj), ϕ(X0) ⊃ ] (2)

where X =
⋃m

j=1 Xj and Xi ⊆ X for i ∈ [0..n]. We denote as dj(c) the disjunctive
rule
m∨

j=1

−bj(Xj) ∨
n∨

j=m+1

+bj(Xj) ←
m∧

j=1

(bj(Xj) ∨+bj(Xj)),

n∧
j=m+1

(not bj(Xj) ∨ −bj(Xj)), ϕ(X0)

Given a set IC of full integrity constraints, we define DP(IC) = { dj(c) | c ∈
IC } ∪ {← −b(X), +b(X) | b is a predicate symbol}. 2

In the above definition the variable X in the constraint ← −b(X), +b(X) denotes
a list of k distinct variables with k equal to the arity of b.
Given a database DB, a set of full integrity constraints IC and a stable model M of
DP(IC) ∪ DB, the set of update atoms R(M) = {±a(t) | ± a(t) ∈M} is a repair
for DB.
Observe that, for every database DB, set of integrity constraints IC, query Q =
(g,P) and repaired database DB′ (i) each atom A ∈ Q(DB, IC)+ belongs to each
stable model of P ∪ DB′ (soundness) (ii) each atom A ∈ Q(DB, IC)− does not
belong to any stable model of P ∪ DB′ (completeness).

4 Active Integrity Constraints
In this section we present an extension of integrity constraints that allows speci-
fication for each constraint of the actions to be performed to make the database
consistent. For the sake of simplicity of presentation we only consider universally
quantified variables, although the framework here considered can be applied also to
constraints with existentially quantified variables appearing once in body literals.



4.1 Syntax and semantics

Definition 6. An (universally quantified) Active Integrity Constraint (AIC ) is of
the form

(∀ X)[
m∧

j=1

bj(Xj),
n∧

j=m+1

not bj(Xj), ϕ(X0) ⊃
p∨

i=1

±ai(Yi) ] (3)

where X =
⋃m

j=1 Xj , Xi ⊆ X for i ∈ [0 . . n] and Yi ⊆ X for i ∈ [1 . . p]. 2

In the above definition the conditions X =
⋃m

j=1 Xj , Xi ⊆ X for i ∈ [0 . . n] and
Yi ⊆ X for i ∈ [1 . . p] guarantee that variables are range restricted. Given an AIC
r = (∀X)[Φ ⊃ Ψ ], Φ is called body of r (and is denoted by Body(r)), whereas Ψ is
called head of r (and is denoted by Head(r)).

Example 3. Consider the relation manager mgr of Example 1. The active con-
straints of Example 2 states that in case of conflicting tuples (there are two managers
managing the same department) we prefer to repair the database by deleting the
one having a higher salary, whereas the constraint

∀(E1,E2,D,S1,S2)[mgr(E1,D,S1), mgr(E2,D,S2), E16=E2 ⊃
−mgr(E1,D,S1) ∨ −mgr(E2,D,S2)]

states that between two different managers of the same department we do not have
any preference and, therefore, one of them, selected nondeterministically, can be
deleted. 2

AICs are constraints specifying actions which can be performed to obtain repairs.
Given an AIC r of the form (3) St(r) denotes the standard constraint

(∀ X) [
m∧

j=1

bj(Xj),
n∧

j=m+1

not bj (Xj ), ϕ(X0 ) ⊃ ] (4)

derived from r by removing the head update atoms. Moreover, for a set of active
integrity constraints IC, St(IC) denotes the corresponding set of standard integrity
constraints, i.e. St(IC) = {St(r) | r ∈ IC}.

Definition 7. A repair for a database DB and a set of AICs IC is any repair for
〈DB, St(IC)〉. 2

Note that not all repairs contain atoms which can be derived from the active in-
tegrity constraints. Thus, we can identify a class of repairs, called founded, whose
actions can be “derived” from the active integrity constraints.

Example 4. Consider the database DB = {movie(Marshall, Chicago, 2002),
director(Stone)} and the constraint

∀(D, T, A) [ movie(D, T, A) ∧ not director(D) ⊃ +director(D) ]

There are two feasible repairs R1 = {−movie(Marshall, Chicago, 2002)} and
R2 = {+director(Marshall)}, but only R2 contains updates derived from the
active integrity constraint. 2



In the following firstly the definition concerning the truth value of ground atoms and
ground update atoms with respect to a database DB and a consistent set of update
atoms U is given, and then the formal definition of founded repair is provided.

Definition 8. Given a database DB and a consistent set of update atoms U , the
truth value of
– a positive ground literal a(t) is true w.r.t. (DB,U) if a(t) ∈ U(DB),
– a negative ground literal not a(t) is true w.r.t. (DB,U) if a(t) 6∈ U(DB),
– a ground update atom ±a(t) is true w.r.t. (DB,U) if ±a(t) ∈ U ,
– built-in atoms, conjunctions and disjunctions of literals is given in the standard

way,
– a ground AIC φ ⊃ ψ is true w.r.t. (DB,U) if φ is false w.r.t. (DB,U). 2

Definition 9. Let DB be a database,IC a set of AICs andR a repair for 〈DB,IC〉.
– A ground update atom ±a(t) ∈ R is founded if there exists r ∈ ground(IC) s.t.
±a(t) appears in Head(r) and Body(r) is true w.r.t. (DB,R − {±a(t)}). We
say that ±a(t) is supported by r .

– A ground rule r ∈ ground(IC) is applied w.r.t. (DB,R) if there exists ±a(t) ∈ R
s.t. ±a(t) appears in Head(r) and Body(r) is true w.r.t. (DB,R − {±a(t)}),
We say that r supports ±a(t).

– R is founded if all its atoms are founded.
– R is unfounded if it is not founded. 2

The set of founded update atoms in R with respect to 〈DB, IC〉 is denoted as
Founded(R,DB, IC), whereas Unfounded(R,DB, IC) = R−Founded(R,DB, IC).
The set of applied rules in ground(IC) is denoted as Applied(R,DB, IC), whereas
Unapplied(R,DB, IC) = ground(IC) − Applied(R,DB, IC). Thus, update atoms
of founded repairs are inferable by means of AICs. Given a database DB and
a set of AICs IC, FR(DB, IC) denotes the set of founded repairs for 〈DB, IC〉.
Clearly, the set of founded repairs is contained in the set of repairs (FR(DB, IC) ⊆
R(DB, St(IC))).
Example 5. Consider the following set of AICs IC

∀(E, P, D)[ mgr(E, P ), prj(P, D), not emp(E, D) ⊃ +emp(E, D) ]

∀(E, D1, D2)[ emp(E, D1), emp(E, D2), D1 6= D2 ⊃ −emp(E, D1) ∨ −emp(E, D2) ]

The first constraint states that every manager E of a project P carried out by
a department D must be an employee of D, whereas the second one says that
every employee must be in only one department. Consider now the database
DB = {mgr(e1, p1), prj(p1, d1), emp(e1, d2)}. There are three repairs for DB: R1 =
{−mgr(e1, p1)},R2 = {−prj(p1, d1)} and R3 = {+emp(e1, d1),−emp(e1, d2)}.R3

is the only founded repair as only the update atoms +emp(e1, d1) and −emp(e1, d2)
are derivable from IC. 2

Theorem 2. Let DB be a database, IC a set of AICs and R a founded repair for
〈DB, IC〉. For each ground AIC r = φ ⊃ ψ ∈ Applied(R,DB, IC), let U be the set
of ground update atoms appearing in ψ, then U(DB) 6|= φ (i.e. U(DB) |= St(r)). 2

The above theorem states that for each ground applied constraint there must be
among the true update head atoms, at least one atom ±a(y) which makes the



body of the active constraint false with respect to the repaired database, i.e. the
body must contain a literal Comp(±a(y)). Observe that, if for each ground AIC
r = φ ⊃ ψ ∈ ground(IC) the set U of ground update atoms appearing in ψ is such
that U(DB) |= φ (i.e. U(DB) 6|= St(r)), no founded repair exists.

Corollary 1. Given a database DB and a set of AICs IC, an update atom ±a(t)
can belong to a founded repair only if there exists r ∈ ground(IC) such that ±a(t)
appears in Head(r) and Comp(±a(t)) appears in Body(r). 2

Definition 10. Given a ground AIC r = φ ⊃ ψ, Core(r) denotes the ground AIC
φ ⊃ ψ′, where ψ′ is obtained by deleting from ψ any update atom ±a(t) such
that Comp(±a(t)) does not appear in φ. Given a set IC of AICs, Core(IC) =
{Core(r) | r ∈ ground(IC)}. 2

Theorem 3. Given a database DB and a set IC of AICs,

FR(DB, IC) = FR(DB, Core(IC)). 2

The above results (Theorem 2, Corollary 1 and Theorem 3) state that every head
update atom ±a(t) not repairing the body (i.e. such that the body does not contain
a literal Comp(±a(t))) is useless and can be deleted. This is an important result
suggesting that active rules (with the declarative semantics here proposed), used to
repair databases, should have a specific form: the head update atoms must repair
the database so that the body of the active constraint is false (i.e. the constraint is
satisfied).

Example 6. Consider the database DB = {a, b} and the set IC = {a ⊃ −b, b ⊃ −a}
of AICs. The unique repair for 〈DB, IC〉 is R = {−a,−b}, but it is not founded.
Intuitively, if we apply a ⊃ −b, b is deleted from DB, so b ⊃ −a cannot be applied.
If we apply b ⊃ −a, a is deleted from DB, so a ⊃ −b cannot be applied. 2

¿From the previous results, in the following, only AICs where for each head up-
date atom ±a(t), there exists in the body a corresponding complementary literal
Comp(±a(t)), are considered.

Theorem 4. Let DB be a database, IC a set of AICs and R a founded repair for
〈DB, IC〉. For each ±a(t) ∈ R there exists a ground AIC ic ∈ Core(IC) s.t. ±a(t)
is the unique update atom in R supported by ic. 2

The next example shows how AICs can be used to express classical hard problems.

Example 7. Graph coloring. The following set of constraints IC checks if the coloring
of a (possibly partially colored) graph, defined by means of the relations node and
edge, can be completed by using only the two colors red and blue.

∀(X)[ node(X), not col(X, red), not col(X, blue), not col(X, yellow) ⊃
+col(X, red) ∨+col(X, blue) ]

∀(X, Y, C)[ edge(X, Y ), col(X, C), col(Y, C) ⊃ −col(X, C) ∨ −col(Y, C) ]

The two constraints state that colored nodes can be (re-)colored with one of two
available colors. 2



Observe that in the above example if the head update atoms are removed from
the second constraint, as colored nodes cannot be re-colored, the expressed problem
consists in completing the coloring of the graph. Assuming that the input graph is
not colored, the constraints

∀(X)[ node(X), not col(X, red), not col(X, blue), not col(X, yellow) ⊃
+col(X, red) ∨+col(X, blue) ∨+col(X, yellow) ]

∀(X, Y, C)[ edge(X, Y ), col(X, C), col(Y, C) ⊃ ]

define the classical 3-coloring problem. It is worth noting that the same problem
cannot be expressed using not founded repairs as a repair can also be obtained by
deleting nodes from the input graph.
The problem with active integrity constraints is that the existence of founded re-
pairs, in the general case, is not guaranteed. Thus, Section 5 will present a different
semantics where founded repairs can be considered as repairs which are preferable
with respect to the not founded ones as they contain only actions derived from the
active constraints.

Rewriting into logic programs

The technique introduced in [15, 16] cannot be applied to AICs. Consider for in-
stance the database DB = {a, b} and the set IC containing AICs a ⊃ −a and a, b ⊃
−b. The database DB is inconsistent and the unique repairs is R = {−a}. Moreover,
the program DP(IC) consists of the rules −a ← (a∨+a) and −b ← (a∨+a), (b∨+b).
The program DP(IC) ∪ DB has a unique stable model M = {−a,−b, a, b} from
which we derive the set of updates R(M) = {−a,−b} which is not a repair.
A different technique will now be shown which generalizes the one proposed in [15,
16] so that repairs can be produced by logic programs derived from rules defining
integrity constraints. It is worth noting that the presence of existentially quantified
variables in negated body literals, does not allow the generation of a possibly infinite
number of repairs as the logic rules derived from the rewriting of constraints are
safe [26].
Given a set {ic1, . . . , icr, . . . , ick} of ground AICs and a ground update atom +a(t)
(resp. −a(t)), we use the following notation:

– a+(t, r) (resp. a−(t, r)) means that the update +a(t) (resp. −a(t)) is performed
by icr. We call a+(t, r) (resp. a−(t, r)) a marked update atom.

– a+(t, r) (resp. a−(t, r)) means that the update +a(t) (resp. −a(t)) is performed
by a ground AIC different from icr.

Definition 11. Given a database DB, a set IC = {ic1, . . . , ick} of ground AICs,
and a founded repair R = {±a1(t1), . . . ,±an(tn)} for 〈DB, IC〉,
– a marked founded repair derived fromR is a set of marked update atomsMR =
{a±1 (t1, r1), . . . ,±a±n (tn, rn)} s.t.
• ∀ a±i (ti, rj) ∈MR, ±ai(ti) is supported by icj ,
• ri 6= rj for i, j ∈ [1..n] and i 6= j.

– the mapping between a founded repair R and the set of marked founded repairs
derived from R is defined by means of a (multivalued) marking function γ. 2



Thus, γ(R) denotes the set of marked founded repairs derived from R (it is here
assumed that the database and the active integrity constraints are understood).
We define the set of marked founded repairs for 〈DB, IC〉:

MFR(DB, IC) =
⋃

R∈FR(DB,IC)
γ(R)

Example 8. Consider the database DB = {a, b} and the set {ic1, ic2} = {a ⊃
−a, a ∧ b ⊃ −a} of AICs. There exists only the founded repair R = {−a}. As
the update atom −a is supported by both AICs, there are two possible marked
founded repairs derived from R: MR1 = {a−(1)} and MR2 = {a−(2)} stating,
respectively, that the deletion of the atom a is associated with the first and second
constraints. 2

The existence of at least a marked founded repair for each founded repair is guar-
anteed by the following corollary.

Corollary 2. Given a database DB and a set IC of ground AICs, for each founded
repair R, γ(R) 6= ∅. 2

The following definition shows how active integrity constraints are rewritten into
Datalog programs.

Definition 12. Let IC be a set of AICs and GI = {ic1, . . . , icr, . . . , ick} its ground
version w.r.t. a database DB, where

icr =
m∧

j=1

bj(xj),
n∧

j=m+1

not bj(xj), ϕ(x0) ⊃
p∨

i=1

±ai(yi).

We define Rew(icr) = Rew0(icr) ∪Rew1(icr) ∪Rew2(icr), where Rew0(icr) is the
set of rules

r.1 :
∨p

i=1 a±i (yi, r) ←
∧m

j=1 b̃j(xj , r),
∧n

j=m+1 not b̃j(xj , r), ϕ(x0)

r.2.j : b̃j(xj , r) ← bj(xj), not b−j (xj , r) ∨ b+
j (xj , r) j ∈ [1..n]

r.3.i : a±i (yi, r) ← a±i (yi, l), 1 ≤ l ≤ k, l 6= r i ∈ [1..p]

Rew1(icr) is the set of rules

r.4 : ← ∧m
j=1 b̂j(xj),

∧n
j=m+1 not b̂j(xj), ϕ(x0)

r.5.j : b̂j(xj) ← bj(xj), not − bj(xj) ∨+bj(xj) j ∈ [1..n]

and Rew2(icr) is the set of rules

r.6.i : ±ai(yi) ← a±i (yi, r) i ∈ [1..p]
r.7.i : ← +ai(yi),−ai(yi) i ∈ [1..p].

We define Rewu(IC) =
⋃k

i=1 Rewu(ici), with u ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and Rew(IC) =⋃k
i=1 Rew(ici). 2



The rules in Rew0(IC) are used to compute stable models corresponding to sets
of updates, whereas the rules in Rew1(IC) and in Rew2(IC) check that the sta-
ble models of Rew0(IC) define (consistent) database repairs. Intuitively, the atom
b̃j(xj , r) states that the atom bj(xj) is present in the database if icr doesn’t per-
form any update actions, whereas the atom b̂j(xj) expresses the fact that the atom
bj(xj) is present in the database after all update action have been performed. Rule
r.1 declares that if the constraint St(icr) is violated, before any update action is
performed by icr, icr has to perform an update action. The denial r.4 (the orig-
inal integrity constraint defined over the updated database) is added in order to
guarantee that the updated database satisfies icr.

Proposition 1. Given a database DB, a set IC of AICs, a model M of DB ∪
Rew(IC) and an atom a±(t, r) ∈ M, M does not contain any atom a±(t, l) with
r 6= l. 2

Definition 13. Given an interpretation M, we denote as UpdateAtoms(M)
the set of update atoms in M and as MarkedUpdateAtoms(M) the set of
marked update atoms in M. Given a set S of interpretations, we define
UpdateAtoms(S) = {UpdateAtoms(M) | M ∈ S} and MarkedUpdateAtoms(S) =
{MarkedUpdateAtoms(M) | M ∈ S}. 2

Next theorem shows the equivalence between (marked) founded repairs and stable
models, restricted to (marked) update atoms.

Theorem 5. Given a database DB and a set IC of AICs
1. MFR(DB, IC) = MarkedUpdateAtoms(SM(Rew(IC) ∪ DB)),
2. FR(DB, IC) = UpdateAtoms(SM(Rew(IC) ∪ DB)). 2

It is worth noting that given a stable model M of Rew(IC) ∪ DB and a marked
update atom a±(t, r) ∈ M, M does not contain any other atom b±(v, r) different
from a±(t, r). In fact, a±(t, r) and b±(v, r) can be inferred only by the rule r.1, and
M is not minimal if it contains both atoms. From this observation it follows that
rule r.1 can be rewritten using the exclusive disjunction in the head, i.e.

r.1 :
p⊕

i=1

a±i (yi, r) ←
m∧

j=1

b̃j(xj , r),
n∧

j=m+1

not b̃j(xj , r), ϕ(x0)

Data complexity
Theorem 6. Let DB be a database and IC a set of active integrity constraints. The
problem of checking if there exists a founded repair R for DB is Σp

2 -complete. 2

The consistent founded answer to a relational query Q = (g,P) over a database DB
with active constraints IC (denoted by Q(DB, IC)), is obtained by first computing
the set FR(DB, IC) of founded repairs forDB and, then, considering the intersection⋂
R∈FR(DB,IC) Q(R(DB)).

Theorem 7. Let DB be a database and IC a set of active integrity constraints.
The problem of checking whether a ground atom g belongs to all repaired databases
obtained by means of founded repairs is Πp

2 -complete. 2

For single head active integrity constraints the complexity is in the first level of the
polynomial hierarchy.



5 Preferred Repairs and Answers

As said before, a founded repair for a set of AICs is not guaranteed to exist. Never-
theless, it is often necessary to provide a repair, even if no founded repair exists, or to
compute consistent answers to queries. Thus, in this section we define an approach
that always permits us to obtain a consistent repaired database. In particular, we
interpret the actions in the head of constraints as indication of the operations the
user prefers to perform to make the database consistent. Moreover, as the pres-
ence of existentially quantified variables, could produce a possibly infinite number
of repairs, we only consider universally quantified active constraints. Firstly, we
introduce a partial order on the repairs.

Definition 14. Let DB be a database, IC a set of active integrity constraints and
R1,R2 two repairs for DB. Then, R1 is preferable to R2 (R1 A R2) w.r.t. IC,
if Unfounded(R1,DB, IC) ⊂ Unfounded(R2,DB, IC). A repair R is said to be
preferred w.r.t. IC if there is no repair R′ such that R′ A R. 2

Example 9. Consider the integrity constraint of Example 2 with the database DB =
{mgr(john, b, 1000),mgr(frank, b, 2000), mgr(mary, c, 1000), mgr(rosy, c, 2000)}.
There are four repairs R1 = {−mgr(john, b, 1000), −mgr(mary, c, 1000)},
R2 = {−mgr(john, b, 1000), −mgr(rosy, c, 2000)}, R3 = {−mgr(frank, b, 2000),
−mgr(mary, c, 1000)} and R4 = {−mgr(frank, b, 2000), −mgr(rosy, c, 2000)}.
The order relation is R2 A R1, R3 A R1, R4 A R2 and R4 A R3. Therefore, we
have only one preferred model which is also founded (namely R4). Assume now to
also have the constraint

not mgr(rosy , c, 2000 ) ⊃
declaring that the tuple mgr(rosy, c, 2000) must be in DB. In such a case we have
only the two repairs R1 and R3 and the preferred one is R3 which is not founded.
2

The relation A is a partial order as it is irreflexive, asymmetric and transitive.
The set of preferred repairs for a database DB and a set of active integrity con-
straints IC is denoted by PR(DB, IC). Clearly, the relation between preferred,
founded and standard repairs is as follows: FR(DB, IC) ⊆ PR(DB, IC) ⊆
R(DB, IC). The next theorem states the precise relation between preferred, founded
and general repairs.

Theorem 8. Let DB be a database and IC a set of active integrity constraints, then

PR(DB, IC)
{

= FR(DB, IC) if FR(DB, IC) 6= ∅
⊆ R(DB, IC) if FR(DB, IC) = ∅ 2

Obviously, as the existence of repair is guaranteed, the existence of a preferred
repair is guaranteed too. We conclude by presenting a result on the computational
complexity of computing preferred repairs and answers.

Theorem 9. Let DB be a database and IC a set of active integrity constraints,
then
1. checking if there exists a preferred founded repair R for DB is Σp

2 -complete;
2. checking whether a ground atom belongs to all preferred repairs is Πp

2 -
complete. 2

The above theorem states that computing preferred repairs and answers is not
harder than computing standard or founded repairs and answers.
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Appendix: Proofs

Theorem 1. Let DB be a database, IC a set of full integrity constraints and R
a repair for 〈DB, IC〉. For each ±a(t) ∈ R, let R′ = R − {±a(t)}, there exists in
ground(IC) a ground integrity constraint φ∧Comp(±a(t)) ⊃ such that R′(DB) |=φ.

Proof. We first prove that there must be a ground constraint φ ∧ Comp(±a(t)) ⊃
and then that among the ground constraints of the above form there must be at
least one such that R′ |= φ.
We prove the first part by contradiction. Assume that there is no ground constraint
of the form φ∧Comp(±a(t)) ⊃, then R′ is a repair for DB as if R(DB) |= IC also
R′(DB) |= IC. Therefore, R cannot be a repair as R′ ⊂ R.
We prove now that there must be a ground constraint φ ∧ Comp(±a(t)) such that
R′ |= φ. Assume that for all constraints of the above form is R′ 6|= φ. In such a case
R′ is also a repair and, therefore, R cannot be a repair too as R′ ⊂ R. 2

Theorem 2. Let DB be a database, IC a set of AICs and R a founded repair for
〈DB, IC〉. For each ground AIC r = φ ⊃ ψ ∈ Applied(R,DB, IC), let U be the set
of ground update atoms appearing in ψ, then U(DB) 6|= φ (i.e. U(DB) |= St(r)).

Proof. Let r = φ ⊃ ψ be a ground AIC in Applied(R,DB, IC). By definition, ψ is
in the form of ψ′ ∨±a(y), with ψ′ a (possibly empty) disjunction of ground update
atoms and ±a(y) a ground update atom suppported by r.
Let R′ = R− {±a(y)}, as r is applied, we have that R′(DB) |= φ. Moreover, since
R(DB) 6|= φ we have that φ must be of the form of φ′ ∧ Comp(±a(y)), with φ′ a
(possibly empty) conjunction of ground literals.
As ±a(y) ∈ U and φ = φ′ ∧ Comp(±a(y)), it follows that U(DB) 6|= φ. 2

Corollary 1. Given a database DB and a set of AICs IC, an update atom ±a(t)
can belong to a founded repair only if there exists r ∈ ground(IC) such that ±a(t)
appears in Head(r) and Comp(±a(t)) appears in Body(r).

Proof. Straightforward from Theorem 2. 2

Theorem 3. Given a database DB and a set IC of AICs,

FR(DB, IC) = FR(DB, Core(IC)).

Proof. As FR(DB, IC) = FR(DB, ground(IC)) we prove that
FR(DB, ground(IC)) = FR(DB, Core(IC)).
1. Firstly we prove that FR(DB, ground(IC)) ⊆ FR(DB, Core(IC)).

Let r = φ ⊃ ψ a constraint in ground(IC). Let ψ′ be the disjunction of update
atoms ±a(t) appearing in ψ such that the literal Comp(±a(t)) appears in φ and
ψ′′ the disjunction of remaining update atoms appearing in ψ (thus, r = φ ⊃
ψ′ ∨ ψ′′).
Let r′ = φ ⊃ ψ′ and IC′ = ground(IC) − {r} ∪ {r′}. We prove
that FR(DB, ground(IC)) ⊆ FR(DB, IC′), i.e. that for each R ∈
FR(DB, ground(IC)) also R ∈ FR(DB, IC′) holds. As R ∈ R(DB, IC′) (R
is a repair w.r.t. IC′), we have to just prove that R is founded.



For each ±a(t) ∈ R, there exist in ground(IC) a rule g such that ±a(t) appears
in Head(g) and, let R′ = R− {±a(t)}, R′(DB) |= Body(g).
We have two cases:
(a) g 6= r

In this case g ∈ IC′ and is also applied with respect to IC′; thus ±a(t) is a
founded update atom for DB w.r.t. IC′.

(b) g = r
In this case g 6∈ IC′ (but φ ⊃ ψ′ ∈ IC′). AsR(DB) 6|= φ andR′(DB) |= φ, we
derive that φ = φ′∧Comp(±a(t)) where φ′ is a (possibly empty) conjunction
of ground literals s.t. R(DB) |= φ′. Thus, ±a(t) appears in ψ′ and ±a(t) is
again a founded update atom for DB w.r.t. IC′.

2. Now we prove that FR(DB, Core(IC)) ⊆ FR(DB, ground(IC)). Also in this
case every repair R ∈ FR(DB, Core(IC)) is a repair for 〈DB, ground(IC)〉 (i.e.
R ∈ R(DB, ground(IC))), thus it is sufficient to prove that R is founded.
Let R ∈ FR(DB, Core(IC)) and let r = φ ⊃ ψ be a constraint in Core(IC). Let
r′′ = φ ⊃ ψ ∨±b(s), where ±b(s) is an update atom, and IC′′ = ground(IC)−
{r} ∪ {r′′}. Obviously, each update atom in R is again founded for DB w.r.t.
IC′′. Thus, R is again a founded repair for 〈DB, IC′′〉. This step can be repeated
to obtain ground(IC) from Core(IC). 2

Theorem 4. Let DB be a database, IC a set of AICs and R a founded repair for
〈DB, IC〉. For each ±a(t) ∈ R there exists a ground AIC ic ∈ Core(IC) s.t. ±a(t)
is the unique update atom in R supported by ic.

Proof. (by contradiction)
Let ±a(t) ∈ R. As ±a(t) is founded, there exists at least a rule in Core(IC)
supporting ±a(t). Let G be the set of rules in Core(IC) supporting ±a(t) and let
us suppose by contradiction that each of these rules supports at least two update
atoms in R. The rules in G are of the form

g1 : ±a(t) ∨ ±a1(t1) ∨ ψ1 ← Comp(±a(t)), Comp(±a1(t1)), φ1

. . .
gn : ±a(t) ∨ ±an(tn) ∨ ψn ← Comp(±a(t)), Comp(±an(tn)), φn

where, for i ∈ [1..n], ψi is a disjunction of ground update atoms, φi is a
conjunction of ground literals and ±ai(ti) is a ground update atom in R supported
by gi. We observe that, let R′ = R− {±ai(ti)}, we have that R′(DB) 6|= Body(gi)
as ±a(t) ∈ R and Comp(±a(t)) appears in Body(gi), thus ±ai(ti) is not supported
by gi. 2

Corollary 2. Given a database DB and a set IC of ground AICs, for each founded
repair R, γ(R) 6= ∅.
Proof. Straightforward from Theorem 4. 2

Proposition 1. Given a database DB, a set IC of AICs, a model M of DB ∪
Rew(IC) and an atom a±(t, r) ∈ M, M does not contain any atom a±(t, l) with
r 6= l.

Proof. (by contradiction)
Let us suppose there are in M two atoms a±(t, r) and a±(t, l) with r 6= l. This



means that the atom a±(t, r) (resp. a±(t, l)) has been inferred by means of the
ground rule r.1 (resp. l.1). Consequently, the body of the rule r.1 in Rew0(icr) is
true. As a marked update atoms with the last argument value equal to r can be
inferred only by means of the rule r.1 and M is minimal, only the atom a±(t, r) is
inferred. We have that b̃j(xj , r), with j ∈ [1..m], is true. So, either i) there exists
the atom bj(xj) and does not exist b−j (xj , t), with t 6= r, (bj(xj) is not deleted by
a ground AIC different from icr), or ii) there exists an atom b+

j (xj , t), with t 6= r

(bj(xj) is added by a ground AIC different from icr).
Case i) [bj(xj) is not deleted by a ground AIC different from icr].
Being a±(t, l) 6= b−j (xj , l), it follows that a±(x, r) 6= b−j (xj , r). So −bj(xj) is false
and, being bj(xj) true, b̂j(xj) is true.
Case ii) [bj(xj) is added by a ground AIC different from icr].
+bj(xj) is true and b̂j(xj) is true.

In a similar way we can prove that, for j ∈ [m + 1..n], b̂j(xj) is false.
Therefore, the denial r.4 is violated and, consequently, M is not a model of DB ∪
Rew(IC). 2

Theorem 5. Given a database DB and a set IC of AICs

1. MFR(DB, IC) = MarkedUpdateAtoms(SM(Rew(IC) ∪ DB)),
2. FR(DB, IC) = UpdateAtoms(SM(Rew(IC) ∪ DB)).

Proof.

1. MFR(DB, IC) = MarkedUpdateAtoms(SM(Rew(IC) ∪ DB)).
(Soundness)
(MarkedUpdateAtoms(SM(Rew(IC) ∪ DB)) ⊆ MFR(DB, IC)).
We have to prove that for each M ∈ SM(Rew(IC) ∪ DB) the condition
MarkedUpdateAtoms(M) ∈ MFR(DB, IC) holds.
Let R = UpdateAtoms(M) and MR = MarkedUpdateAtoms(M), we have
that
– for each ±a(t) ∈ R there exists a unique index r such that a±(t, r) ∈ MR

(Theorem 1) and
– for each a±(t, r) ∈MR, ±a(t) ∈ R.

It is sufficient to prove that R is a founded repair for 〈DB, St(IC)〉 and MR ∈
γ(R), where γ is the marking fuction.
As said before, the rules in Rew1(IC) guarantee that the update atoms of every
stable model define a repair for the database. Therefore, we have to prove that
R is founded.
for each a±(t, r) ∈M there exists a rule in Rew(IC)

r.1 : a±(t, r) ∨
p∨

i=1

a±i (yi, r) ←
m∧

j=1

b̃j(xj , r),
n∧

j=m+1

not b̃j(xj , r), ϕ(x0)

such that M |= Body(ρ), M 6|= ∨p
i=1 a±i (yi, r) (being M minimal)3, and there

exists in ground(IC) a ground active integrity constraint

icr :
m∧

j=1

bj(xj),
n∧

j=m+1

not bj (xj ), ϕ(x0 ) ⊃ ±a(t) ∨
p∨

i=1

±ai(yi).

3 If M contains a±i (yi, r) and a±j (yj , r) with i 6= j, as these atoms do not appear in the
head of any other rule, M is not minimal.



Now we prove that, let R′ = R− {±a(t)}, R′(DB) |= Body(icr).
As a±(t, r) is supported in M through the rule r.1, we have that

M |=
m∧

j=1

b̃j(xj , r),
n∧

j=m+1

not b̃j(xj , r), ϕ(x0)

Therefore,
– M |= b̃j(xj , r) for each j ∈ [1..m] and

– M 6|= b̃j(xj , r) for each j ∈ [m + 1..n].

For each j ∈ [1..m] the atom b̃j(xj , r) is supported in M (trough the rule r.2).
Thus, we derive that

M |= bj(xj), not b−j (xj , r) ∨ b+
j (xj , r) for each j ∈ [1..m]. (5)

Now we delete from M the update atom (±a(t)) and its corresponding marked
update atom (a±(t, r)) (i.e. the unique action performed by icr).
Let M′ = M− {a±(t, r),±a(t)}. We observe that each update action present
in M′ is performed by a ground AIC different from icr (the unique action
performed by icr is ±a(t)). Therefore, for each update atom ±b(x),

M′ |= ±b(x) ↔ b±(x, r) (6)

Indeed, if ±b(x) ∈M′, it is inferred from a marked update atom b±(x, l) ∈M′

with l 6= r, thus b±(x, r) ∈ M′. Moreover, if b±(x, r) ∈ M′, the update ±b(x)
is performed by a ground AIC icl different from icr. Thus, b±(x, l) ∈ M′ and
±b(x) ∈M′.
Therefore, from (5) we derive

M′ |= bj(xj), not − bj(xj) ∨ +bj(xj) for each j ∈ [1..m] (7)

In a similar way we can derive

M′ 6|= bj(xj), not − bj(xj) ∨ +bj(xj) for each j ∈ [m + 1..n].

Moreover, since in the above two formulae we only have database atoms and
update atoms, we derive

R′ ∪ DB |=
∧m

j=1(bj(xj), not − bj(xj) ∨+bj(xj)),∧n
j=m+1 not (bj(xj), not − bj(xj) ∨+bj(xj)), ϕ(x0)

i.e. R′(DB) |= ∧m
j=1 bj(xj),

∧n
j=m+1 not bj(xj), ϕ(x0) .

To show thatMR ∈ γ(R) it is sufficient to observe that for each marked update
atom a±(t, r) ∈ MR the corresponding update atom ±a(t) ∈ M is supported
by the ground AIC icr.
(Completeness)
(MFR(DB, IC) ⊆ MarkedUpdateAtoms(SM(Rew(IC) ∪ DB))).
Let ground(IC) = {ic1, ..., ick}. Let MR be a marked founded repair. From
MR, we build an interpretation M s.t. MR = MarkedUpdateAtoms(M) and
M∈ SM(Rew(IC) ∪ DB).
– For each a(t) ∈ DB, a(t) ∈M.
– For each a±(t, r) ∈MR:

(a) a±(t, r) ∈M;
(b) ±a(t) ∈M;



(c) a±(t, l) ∈M for each l ∈ [1..k] and l 6= r.
– For each ground AIC

icr =
m∧

j=1

bj(xj),
n∧

j=m+1

not bj(xj), ϕ(x0) ⊃
p∨

i=1

±ai(yi),

and for each j ∈ [1..n]:
(a) if M |= (bj(xj), not b−j (xj , r) ∨ b+

j (xj , r)) then b̃j(xj , r) ∈M and
(b) if M |= (bj(xj), not − bj(xj) ∨ +bj(xj)) then b̂j(xj) ∈M.

In order to prove that M∈ SM(Rew(IC) ∪ DB) we have to prove that M:
(a) Satisfies all rules in Rew(IC) ∪ DB,
(b) is supported,
(c) is minimal.

(a) Firstly, we prove that M satisfies each rule in Rew(IC) ∪ DB:
i) Clearly, M |= DB and
ii) for each r ∈ [1..k]:
– The rules r.2.j, r.3.i, r.5.j, r.6.i with j ∈ [1..n] and i ∈ [1..p] are

satisfied by construction,
– the constraints r.7.i with i ∈ [1..p] are satisfied by construction,
– if r.1 is s.t. ∃ a±(t, r) ∈M, it is trivially satisfied (its head is true);
– now we prove that r.1 is also satisfied if 6 ∃ a±(t, r) ∈M (i.e. its head is

false). We have to prove that in this case its body is false too. Let us
suppose by contradiction that the body of r.1 is true. We have

M |=
m∧

j=1

b̃j(xj , r),
n∧

j=m+1

not b̃j(xj , r), ϕ(x0).

Thus,
• M |= bj(xj), not b−j (xj , r) ∨ b+

j (xj , r) for j ∈ [1..m]

• M 6|= bj(xj), not b−j (xj , r) ∨ b+
j (xj , r) for j ∈ [m + 1..n],

• ϕ(x0) is true.
By repeating analogous reasoning which allowed us to derive the impli-
cations (6) from (5), we derive

M |= bj(xj), not − bj(xj) ∨ +bj(xj) for j ∈ [1..m]. (8)
and

M 6|= bj(xj), not − bj(xj) ∨ +bj(xj) for j ∈ [m + 1..n]. (9)
Observe that we can repeat the process used in the completeness part
as M does not contain any marked update atom appearing in the head
of r.1.
Let R be the set of update atom in M (i.e. R = UpdateAtoms(M)).
From (8) and (9) we have

R(DB) |=
m∧

j=1

bj(xj),
n∧

j=m+1

not bj(xj), ϕ(x0).

We observe that R = {±a(t) | a±(t, r) ∈ MR}. As R is not a re-
pair, MR cannot be a founded repair (and this contradicts the initial
assumption).



– Now we prove that the denial r.4 is satisfied. Let us suppose by contra-
diction that the body of r.4 is true. We have

M |=
m∧

j=1

b̂j(xj),
n∧

j=m+1

not b̂j(xj), ϕ(x0).

We have that (8) and (9) hold. Therefore, let R = UpdateAtoms(M),
R(DB) satisfies the body of icr. As R = {±a(t) | a±(t, r) ∈ MR} and
R is not a repair, MR cannot be a founded repair (and this contradicts
the initial assumption).

(b) Now, we prove that each atom in M is supported. First of all observe that
– Each database atom b(t) ∈M is trivially supported,
– each update atom ±a(t) ∈M is supported by construction,
– each b̃(t, r) ∈M is supported by construction,
– each b̂(t, r) ∈M is supported by construction,
– each b±(t, r) ∈M is supported by construction.

Therefore, we have to just prove that each a±(t, r) ∈M is also supported.
Given a±(t, r) ∈ M, there exists in ground(IC) the ground AIC icr sup-
porting ±a(t) and in Rew(IC) the rule

a±(t, r) ∨
p∨

i=1

a±i (yi, r) ←
m∧

j=1

b̃j(xj , r),
n∧

j=m+1

not b̃j(xj , r), ϕ(x0).

Let us suppose by contradiction that its body is false w.r.t. M.
Thus, there exists j ∈ [1..m] s.t.

M 6|= bj(xj), not b−j (xj , r) ∨ b+
j (xj , r) (10)

or there exists j ∈ [m + 1..n] s.t.
M |= bj(xj), not b−j (xj , r) ∨ b+

j (xj , r). (11)
Let R′ = UpdateAtoms(M) − {±a(t)}. From (10) and (11), by repeating
analogous reasoning to those used in the soundness part, we can derive that
there exists j ∈ [1..m] s.t.

R′ ∪ DB 6|= bj(xj), not − bj(xj) ∨+bj(xj)

or there exists j ∈ [m + 1..n] s.t.

R′ ∪ DB |= bj(xj), not − bj(xj) ∨+bj(xj).

Therefore,

R′(DB) 6|=
m∧

j=1

bj(xj),
n∧

j=m+1

not bj(xj), ϕ(x0)

and icr does not support ±a(t).
(c) The minimality of M derives from the minimality of R by construction.

2. FR(DB, IC) = UpdateAtoms(SM(Rew(IC) ∪ DB)).
Straightforward from Part 1. 2



Theorem 7. Let DB be a database and IC a set of active integrity constraints.
The problem of checking whether a ground atom g belongs to all repaired databases
obtained by means of founded repairs is Πp

2 -complete.
Proof.
Membership. As every founded repair for 〈DB, IC〉 can be derived from a stable
model of Rew(IC) ∪ DB, it is sufficient to check that the ground atom g′ belongs
to each stable models of the disjunctive Datalog program

Rew(IC) ∪ DB ∪ {g′ ← g ∧ not− g ∨+g}.
This is a well know Πp

2 -complete problem.
Completeness. We show that the problem of checking if a ground atom g belongs to
all stable models of a program P ∪ DB, where P is a disjunctive Datalog program
and DB is a database, can be reduced to the problem of checking whether g belongs
to all databases repaired with respect to a set of AICs IC.
We start by defining the set of AICs. For every disjunctive Datalog rule r in P of
the form

A1 ∨ · · · ∨Ak ← B1, ..., Bm, not Bm+1, ..., not Bn, ϕ

with k > 0, IC contains the AIC icr of the form

B1, ..., Bm, not Bm+1, ..., not Bn, ϕ, not A1, ..., not Ak ⊃ + A1 ∨ · · · ∨+Ak

whereas for denial rule r of the form

← B1, ..., Bm, not Bm+1, ..., not Bn, ϕ

IC contains a standard constraints icr of the form

B1, ..., Bm, not Bm+1, ..., not Bn, ϕ,⊃
Let M be a stable model of P ∪DB and let RM = {+A|A ∈M−DB} be a set of
update atoms derived from M. We show that RM is a founded repair for 〈DB, IC〉.
Indeed, let Ai ∈M be a ground atom appearing in the head of a ground disjunctive
rule r, if M |= Body(r), we have that RM(DB) 6|= Body(icr), as Body(icr) contains
the negated literal not Ai, and, let R′M = RM − {+Ai}, R′M(DB) |= Body(icr).
This means that the update atom +Ai is founded and the active rule icr is applied.
As a consequence, all constraints are satisfied and all update atoms in RM are
supported. As the minimality of RM is guaranteed by the minimality of M, we
conclude that RM is a founded repair.
Assume now that R is a founded repair for 〈DB, IC〉, we show that the set MR =
{A| + A ∈ R} ∪ DB is a stable model for P ∪ DB. Indeed, for each +Ai ∈ R
there is some applied active constraint icr such that +Ai appears in Head(icr)
and, let R′ = R − {+Ai}, R′(DB) |= Body(icr). As a consequence, the body of
the corresponding rule r ∈ ground(IC) is true and the rule is satisfied. Obviously,
if R′(DB) 6|= Body(icr) the body of the disjunctive rule r is false. This means
MR ∪ DB is a model for P ∪ DB as all rules in ground(P) are satisfied. Also in
this case the minimality of R guarantees the minimality of the MR. Moreover,
MR ∪ DB is a stable model as it is a minimal model containing the database. 2

Theorem 8. Let DB be a database and IC a set of active integrity constraints, then

PR(DB, IC)
{

= FR(DB, IC) if FR(DB, IC) 6= ∅
⊆ R(DB, IC) if FR(DB, IC) = ∅



Proof.

– FR(DB, IC) 6= ∅.

1. LetR be a founded repair. As Unfounded(R,DB, IC) = ∅, there is no repair
R′ s.t. Unfounded(R′,DB, IC) ⊂ Unfounded(R,DB, IC). Therefore, R is
preferred.

2. Let R be an unfounded repair. As Unfounded(R,DB, IC) 6= ∅, for each
founded repair R′, Unfounded(R′,DB, IC) ⊂ Unfounded(R,DB, IC).
Therefore R is not preferred.

– FR(DB, IC) = ∅ .
It can be easily derived from Definition 14.


